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Abstract
Philosophers often rely on their own examples and intuitions, which can be problematic since philosophers are a small group with their own set of biases and limitations. Science fiction can assist with this problem through the provision of examples that are both designed by non-philosophers and intended to be thought-provoking and plausible. In particular, when philosophers teach, we can use science fiction for examples that raise relevant issues in interesting contexts, while also being fully fleshed out. In this paper, I explain how I use Joss Whedon's Firefly to teach political philosophy, ethics, and existentialism. I hope to show the usefulness of good science fiction for the purpose of teaching philosophy in new and engaging ways.
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The Firefly Yoga 200-Hour Teacher Training includes both a solid grounding in technical skills and the development of an empathic, intuitive approach to teaching. It prepares you with the foundation to teach any population to which you feel called from beginners to advanced practitioners, youth to the elderly. You will graduate with a solid foundation and the tools you need to support your ongoing personal evolution and excellence in teaching. Teaching Mama.

playing, creating, and learning at home. Success! Starting out, we read The Very Lonely Firefly, by Eric Carle. Although this is a fictional story, it still has facts about fireflies in the book. Plus it's just a cute story to read! After reading, we made a firefly craft to talk about the parts of a firefly. Here's what you need for this craft: empty water bottle. I didn't see a flow for FireFly yet, so I made one. It's current for all expansions through to Kalidasa. Hope you all enjoy. Every time I reread the rules or try to teach someone, I find myself flipping back and forth between pages, and something usually gets missed. I wish they had printed something like this on the back page, but I guess I've been spoiled by FFG. Edit/Rev 19 Dec 2016: Fixed end of work end step.